SIGHT WORD SENTENCES
LIST 10
Just to recap:
1.

Once a child has learned how to spell the sight words in LIST 9, you can begin teaching him/her how
to write and read these sentences.

2. At this point, many children can work on 2-3 sentences per week. You can use one that is listed
here, plus two that you create based on words your student misspells in his/her free writing.
3.

The child should know how to spell all of the SIGHT WORDS in the sentence before moving onto the

4.

next sentence. The underline words DO NOT need to be spelled correctly to move on.
The underlined words can be replaced with different words to teach vocabulary.

5.

The word families are there to teach a specific spelling pattern.

They’re not exactly sure when they will leave.
Vocabulary: verbs
Word Family: “su” sounds like “SH”, sure, surely, sugar, pressure…
The plane will probably depart in the evening.
Word Family: cane, lane, mane, pane, plane, vane,

Vocab: Transportation

The jet landed safely in Japan.
Vocabulary: Countries
Verbs that end in T or D will sound like “ED” when you add ED.
departed, handed, landed, listed, started,
The kids begged for candy while they were with their grandparents. Vocab: nouns
Verbs that end in B, G, H, L, M, N, R, S, TH, V, W, Y, Z will sound like “D” when you add ED.
Combed, begged, sighed, called, tamed, shunned, stirred, hosed, bathed, waved, stayed, buzzed…

Their grandparents watched them frequently last year. Vocabulary: nouns (time)
Verbs that end in C, CH, CK, F, GH, K, P, SH, SS and X will sound like “T” when you add ED.
faced, watched, quacked, puffed, coughed, biked, clapped, wiped, washed, missed, fixed

How often do you go to the museum?

Vocabulary: nouns around town

Review past verbs that end in ED, 3 different sounds “ED”, “D” and “T”
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Occasionally, my cousins will invite me to go to their basketball game.
Focus on spelling the names of different sports.
Training for football generally begins in August.
Focus on spelling the months of the year.

Vocabulary: Sports

We seldom travel during the month of February.

Vocabulary: Verbs

Focus on spelling the months of the year.
Unfortunately, she broke her ankle while diving.

Vocabulary: bones

Word Family: diving, driving, striving, thriving,
Finally, the game ended and the crowd dispersed.
Vocabulary: verbs
Word Family: commended, defended, ended, fended, mended, VS. bent, lent, sent
We almost got lost, but then someone helped us.
Word Family: cost, lost VS. ghost, host, most, post,

Vocabulary: situations

Even though it rained, we had a fantastic time.
Word Family: gained, rained, stained, trained,

Vocabulary: adjectives

LEARNED WORDS:
almost

ended

helped

someone

August
begged

even
evening

invite
kids

sure
they’re

begins
broke
cousins

exactly
February
finally

landed
month
occasionally

though
time
training

crowd
depart

frequently
game

often
probably

unfortunately
watched

diving
during

generally
grandparents

safely
seldom
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